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Abstract The stellar debris structures that have been discovered around the Milky
Way and other galaxies are thought to be formed from the disruption of satellite
stellar systems — dwarf galaxies or globular clusters — by galactic tidal fields. The
total stellar mass in these structures is typically tiny compared to the galaxy around
which they are found, and it is hence easy to dismiss them as inconsequential. How-
ever, they are remarkably useful as probes of a galaxy’s history (as described in
this chapter) and mass distribution (covered in a companion chapter in this volume).
This power is actually a consequence of their apparent insignificance: their low con-
tribution to the overall mass makes the physics that describes them both elegant and
simple and this means that their observed properties are relatively easy to understand
and interpret.
1 Introduction
The debris structures described in this volume that have been discovered around the
Milky Way and other galaxies are thought to be formed from the disruption of satel-
lite stellar systems — dwarf galaxies or globular clusters — by galactic tidal fields.
The total stellar mass in these structures is typically tiny compared to the galaxy
they might be found around and it is easy to dismiss them as visually striking, but
inconsequential. However, they are remarkably useful as probes of a galaxy’s history
(covered in this chapter) and mass distribution (covered in the next chapter). This
power is actually a consequence of their apparent insignificance: their low contri-
bution to the overall mass makes the physics that describes them both elegant and
simple and this means that their observed properties are relatively easy to understand
and interpret.
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Fig. 1 External (left panels) and internal (i.e. all-sky projections – right panels) views of two
examples of debris structures seen in numerical simulations described in §2. Both debris structures
were formed along orbits with the same energy as a circular orbit at radius 25 kpc in the parent
potential. The top panels are for a 6.5× 108M satellite falling in along a highly eccentric orbit
(angular momentum L/Lcirc = 0.1) and the bottom panels are for the same satellite on a more
mildly eccentric orbit (L/Lcirc = 0.9).
Figure 1 contrasts internal and external views of two examples of debris struc-
tures seen in numerical simulations: streams from the disruption of a satellite along
a mildly eccentric orbit (lower panels) and shells from the disruption of the same
satellite along a much more eccentric orbit (upper panels; see §2 for a more detailed
description of these simulations). This chapter first outlines our understanding of the
formation of such debris structures (§3) and then goes on to explore what we can
learn about dying and long-dead satellites from observations of their debris (§4) and
the implications of the cosmological context for properties of the combined system
of all debris structures that form our stellar halo (§5).
The following chapter discusses what debris structures can tell us about the tidal
field — i.e. the mass distribution of the galaxy that destroyed them.
2 Illustrative N-body simulations
The descriptions of debris evolution in this chapter are illustrated with a set of N-
body simulations (see Dehnen & Read, 2011, for a review of techniques) of satellite
disruption presented in Hendel & Johnston (2015). The self-gravity of the satellite in
these simulations was calculated with the Self-Consistent Field (SCF) code, which
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Fig. 2 Evolution of debris along highly (top panels) and mildly (bottom panels) eccentric orbits for
two different mass satellites (labelled in left-hand panel). Note that highly eccentric orbits produce
shells, while more circular orbits form streams.
uses basis function expansions to represent the mutual influence of the particles on
each other (Hernquist & Ostriker, 1992). In each simulation, a 105 particle NFW-
profile (Navarro et al., 1996) satellite was inserted at the apogalacticon of its orbit in
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a static, spherical host halo, with characteristics of dark matter halos thought to host
Milky-Way-sized galaxies (NFW profile with a virial mass of M = 1.77×1012M
and a scale radius of 24.6 kpc, see Navarro et al., 1996). The satellite was evolved
first in isolation, then the host potential was turned on slowly over 10 satellite in-
ternal dynamical times to reduce artificial gravitational shocking. Total energy is
conserved to better than ∼1% of the satellite internal potential energy during all
simulations.
Our figures illustrate the results of simulations for satellites with masses m =
6.5× 106M to m = 6.5× 108M (where m is the mass enclosed within 35 NFW
scale radii, the radius out to which particles were realized in the NFW distribution).
The scale radius r0 was adjusted for each mass so that their density was the same
with a base value of 0.86 kpc for the 6.5× 106M satellite. These satellites were
allowed to evolve for 8 Gyrs along orbits with the same energy as a circular orbit
at R = 25 kpc in the host potential, but with angular momenta between 10% and
90% of that of a circular orbit (i.e. L/Lcirc=0.1 - 0.9) to contrast evolution on a
near-circular to a highly-eccentric orbit.
3 Basic principles of debris formation and evolution
By definition, the tidal disruption of a satellite causes stars that used to be orbit-
ing the satellite (which is in turn orbiting the parent galaxy) to become unbound and
follow their own orbits around the parent galaxy. Fig 2 shows that, following disrup-
tion, the stars spread out through configuration space (i.e. they phase-mix, roughly
along the satellite’s orbit) as the distribution of orbital properties in debris corre-
sponds to a distribution in orbital time-periods (described in Sect. 3.1). The rate at
which the debris disperses reflects the scales over which debris orbital properties are
distributed — which are set by the nature of tidal disruption (described in Section
3.2). The combination of tidal disruption and phase-mixing leads to phase-space
morphologies for the debris that are primarily influenced by the mass of the satel-
lite, its orbital path (which is in turn influenced by the parent galaxy potential), and
the time since the debris became unbound. The scales of these morphologies can
be broadly described by analytic formulae (Sect. 3.3.1) and represented by simple
generative models (Sect. 3.3.2).
3.1 Debris spreading: phase-mixing
The term phase-mixing beautifully encapsulates the physics of the evolution of de-
bris structures. The nature of tidal disruption ensures that debris initially starts at
the same phase (or position) along the orbit as the satellite from which it came, but
with small offsets in its orbital properties (see Sect. 3.2). These offsets mean that the
typical orbital frequency and time-periods in the debris differ systematically from
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Fig. 3 Orbital properties in the spherical potential used in the N-body simulations as a function of
energy (represented by the radius of a circular orbit of that energy) and angular momentum. The
maximum angular momentum at a given energy is that of a circular orbit. The rosette width, α , is
the angle the orbit travels through during half a radial period, centered around apocenter.
those of the satellite, and hence that the debris will increasingly trail or lead the
satellite in orbital phase as time goes by, mixing along the orbit to form streams and
shells.
3.1.1 Intuition from spherical potentials
Figure 3 illustrates how and why phase mixing occurs for the idealized case of orbits
in the spherical NFW potential used in our simulations. The top-left and upper-right-
hand panels contour the radial time periods (time between successive apocenters or
pericenters) and precession rate (angle between successive apocenters or pericen-
ters) for orbits of a given energy and angular momentum per unit mass. The en-
ergy of a particle in a circular orbit, in a given (spherically symmetric) potential, is
completely determined by the (constant) radius of that orbit. The orbital energy in
Figure 3 is represented by the radius of the circular orbit with that energy. While the
radial time periods depend much more strongly on energy than angular momentum,
the precession angle depends more strongly on angular momentum, though to some
extent on energy as well.
Figure 4 shows how a set of moderately eccentric orbits that have a small range
of orbital energies (right panel) or angular momenta (left panel) diverge in phase
over just a few orbits. In particular note that: orbits with the same angular momenta
but different energies spread in radial phase (i.e. positions along their oscillation in
radius between apocenter and pericenter), while those with the same energies but
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Fig. 4 Evolution of 11 particles that started at the same place along an orbit, but with a small spread
in energy at fixed angular momentum (left hand panel) or angular momentum at fixed energy (right-
hand panel). The orbit of a galactic satellite is shown by the solid line, and the galaxy’s center is
shown by the solid dot. The particles are shown at five subsequent times, one time for each petal
of the orbit. Note that the positions of the particles diverge in phase in just a few orbits.
different angular momenta spread in precession angle; the physical spread is much
more striking for energy differences than for the equivalent angular momentum dif-
ferences because the precession rate is a much weaker function of orbital properties
than the orbital frequencies; and there is little dependence on orbital phase of these
observations.
Figure 5 applies this intuition to one of our simulations, by color-coding parti-
cles with their differences in energy (first and third rows) and angular momentum
(second and fourth rows) relative to the satellite from which they came. The sorting
in energy along the orbital path and angular momentum around the orbital path is
striking for both highly (top two panels) and mildly (lower two panels) eccentric
orbits. It is also clear that the angular extent of the shells that form for the highly
eccentric orbit is driven by differences in angular momenta, while the angular extent
of streams is dominated by differences in energy.
Overall, these simple experiments give us an intuitive understanding of not only
why phase-mixing occurs, but also the role that orbital properties play in determin-
ing whether debris is likely to form stream-like or shell-like morphologies.
3.1.2 Action-angle formalism
The description in the previous section is useful for developing an intuitive under-
standing of debris evolution since it employs familiar orbital descriptors (i.e., energy
and angular momentum) that can be written down analytically for any potential and
any point in phase-space. However, this description does not work for non-spherical
potentials where angular momentum is not conserved and cannot be used to label
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Fig. 5 Same as Fig. 1 but color-coded by differences between the satellite and debris in energy
(first and third rows) and angular momenta (second and fourth rows).
orbits. Debris evolution can be described elegantly for more general (but integrable
— see below) potentials using the action-angle variables of Hamiltonian dynamics.
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A formal development of this description is given in Helmi & White (1999) (and
summarized in Binney & Tremaine, 2008). We restrict ourselves here to a summary
of the key ideas and equations.
Any point in phase-space can be located using the traditional spatial and velocity
co-ordinates (x,v). For regular (i.e. non-chaotic) orbits in integrable potentials, any
phase space point can be equivalently labelled by conjugate variables (θ ,J) where:
(i) the actions, J, are conserved orbital properties which fully specify the path of
the orbit through phase-space; and (ii) the angles, θ , represent the position along
the orbit at which the point lies. The actions and angles can be related through
Hamilton’s equations:
J˙=−∂H
∂θ
, θ˙ =
∂H
∂J
, (1)
where the function H (the Hamiltonian) is the energy of the orbit. Since the actions
are conserved along an orbit (J˙= 0), ∂H/∂θ = 0 and hence the Hamiltonian H can
only be a function of the actions, H = H(J). Then the Hamiltonian defines three
unique orbital frequencies associated with each angle,
Ω ≡ θ˙ = ∂H
∂J
, (2)
which are also conserved along the orbit since they are only functions of J. Equation
(2) can be trivially integrated to give the position along the orbit at any time:
θ = θ0+Ω t. (3)
Note that these Hamiltonian angles are not trivially related to the angular position
along an orbit derived from position (x,y,z): equation (3) shows that they increase
linearly with time at a rate that is not orbital-phase dependent (i.e. with constant
frequency), unlike, e.g., the angular coordinate along an eccentric orbit in a spherical
potential, where the angular velocity is greater at pericenter than apocenter.
In this framework, the small range of orbital properties in tidal debris (illustrated
with energy and angular momentum differences in Figure 3) can be represented by
small changes to the actions, ∆J, which in turn lead to a range in orbital frequencies,
∆Ωi = ∆J
∂Ωi
∂J
= ∆J j
∂ 2H
∂J j∂Ji
. (4)
This equation can also be trivially integrated to describe debris spreading (i.e. phase-
mixing)
∆θ = ∆θ0+∆Ω t. (5)
This action-angle description allows a re-statement of our understanding of the
origins of debris morphology in terms of the properties of the Hessian matrix —
∂ 2H/∂J j∂Ji in equation (4) — which governs how orbital frequencies change in
response to perturbations in the actions. This is a real symmetric matrix, which
can be diagonalized and from which eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be derived.
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Assuming an isotropic distribution in actions (i.e. ∆J the same in every dimension
— not strictly true, see Sect. 3.2 and Bovy, 2014) the eigenvectors of the Hessian
define the principal directions (in angle) into which debris spreading occurs and the
eigenvalues define the rates at which this occurs. For realistic galactic potentials
for which the Hessian has been derived, one eigenvalue has typically been found
to dominate, indicating preferential spreading in just one dimension to form a tidal
stream.
While action-angle variables offer an elegant description of debris dispersal, their
versatility and applicability are not unlimited. Action-angles can be found for any
spherical potential, but are only known for one family of non-spherical potentials:
the triaxial Sta¨ckel potentials (see Binney & Tremaine, 2008). Otherwise, they can-
not generally be written down nor exactly derived numerically. This means that the
transformation from (θ ,J) to the more familiar co-ordinates (x,v) is non-trivial and
hampers the development of a simple intuitive understanding of how they corre-
spond to each other. Moreover, this description breaks down entirely for chaotic
regions of non-integrable potentials. Approaches to tackle these limitations typi-
cally involve approximating general potentials in which the actions are unknown
with ones in which they are known. Examples include representing a general poten-
tial using an expansion in Sta¨ckel potentials (Sanders, 2012) or calculating actions
for an orbit in a general potential from the actions derived for a set of orbits in a
slightly perturbed potential (Bovy, 2014; Sanders & Binney, 2014).
3.2 Orbital properties of tidal debris
The previous section attributed the dispersal of stars stripped from satellite disrup-
tion to the range in orbital time-periods within the debris. This section examines
what sets that range.
Suppose a satellite of mass msat is following a circular orbit of radius R around
a galaxy of mass MR enclosed within R, with speed Vcirc =
√
GMR/R. Moving to a
frame co-rotating with the orbit allows the definition of a time-independent effective
potential,Φeff, and the conserved Jacobi integral, EJ = v2/2+Φeff. The tidal radius,
rtide, at which the size of the satellite is limited by the gravitational influence of the
parent can be estimated from the saddle points (the inner and outer Lagrange points)
in Φeff as:
rtide =
(
msat
3MR
)1/3
R (6)
(see Binney & Tremaine, 2008, section 8.3 for derivation), which also defines a
limiting EJ for escape from the satellite. However, since the escape of a star from
the satellite depends on both its position and velocity, the tidal radius should not be
considered as a solid boundary between bound and unbound stars. Moreover, it is
not possible to define a strict tidal radius or EJ for satellites on non-circular orbits
as there is no steadily-rotating frame in which the joint potential appears static.
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Nevertheless, numerical experiments have repeatedly demonstrated that the tidal
scale,
s=
(
msat
MR
)1/3
(7)
suggested by equation (6) captures much of the physics that creates debris distribu-
tions from satellites of a variety of masses and on a variety of orbits (Johnston, 1998;
Helmi & White, 1999; Eyre & Binney, 2011; Ku¨pper et al., 2012; Bovy, 2014).
Figure 6 illustrates this understanding with plots of the orbital distributions pro-
duced in our numerical simulations (see section 2), for satellites on orbits from
highly eccentric to nearly circular (top panels, left to right). Each panel plots the
energies (∆E) and angular momenta (∆Lz) of escaped particles (in blue) relative to
the satellite’s own (i.e. at origin in each plot — bound particles are shown in black).
The axes have been scaled by simple estimates for the energy and angular momenta
ranges over which the particles are expected to be distributed,
es = rtide
dΦ
dR
and ls = sLz, (8)
where Φ is the potential of the parent galaxy.
Each panel in Figure 6 shows paired distributions of unbound particles corre-
sponding to debris leading/trailing the satellite along its orbit at negative/positive
values of ∆E corresponding to systematically larger/smaller frequencies and shorter/longer
orbital time periods. There is a distinct gap in orbital properties between the debris
distributions for tidally stripped stars which is occupied by particles still bound to
the satellite. (On the last pericentric passage, when all the particles become unbound
the debris distribution will fill in this gap, see Johnston, 1998). While the boundary
between bound and unbound is not exact in configuration space, the separation be-
tween black and blue points in orbital properties is clear. The bottom panels contrast
the debris distributions for all orbits (overplotted on each other) and two different
satellite masses in physical (left-hand panel) and scaled (right-hand panel) units. All
together, the figures show that both the width of the leading/trailing distributions
and the gap between them are similar in these scaled units across a wide variety
of eccentricities. Similar scaled distributions can be plotted for orbital actions and
frequencies (see, e.g., Bovy, 2014, for a discussion).
This uniformity in orbital properties for orbits with a range of eccentricities,
when normalized with a single physical scaling, is one of the factors that enables the
very simple descriptions of subsequent evolution outlined below in Sections 3.3.1
and 3.3.2. Since the satellite is typically small, the global potential is dominated by
the (nearly static) parent galaxy and the debris orbital properties can be assumed not
to evolve with time. Of course this assumption is a simplification — the gravitational
influence of the satellite does not just turn off when a particle crosses the tidal radius
but actually shapes the final distribution of debris orbital properties (see Choi et al.,
2009; Gibbons et al., 2014, for some discussions of this).
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Fig. 6 Distribution in orbital properties for debris (blue) and satellite (black), relative to the satel-
lite’s orbit at apocenter (top row) and pericenter (second row). The illustrated orbits are for a
6.5× 107M satellite on orbits with L/Lcirc = 0.1,0.7,0.95. Left panels show the most eccentric
orbits, and the most circular are on the right, with each case color-coded with a particular shade of
blue. The axes in the top 2 rows are scaled by the expected energy and angular momentum scales
given in equations (8). The blue points representing the debris are distributed similarly at apocenter
and pericenter, for a given eccentricity. The bottom panels combine the energy and angular mo-
mentum distributions for all eccentricities and for two different masses (6.5×107M in blue and
6.5×106M in red) and plot them in physical units (bottom left) and scaled units (bottom right).
Material that is still bound to the satellite is not shown in the lower two panels. Note that in scaled
units (bottom right panel), the width of the leading/trailing distributions as well as the gap between
them are similar across a wide range of eccentricities.
3.3 Application: models of streams
3.3.1 Estimating physical scales in debris
The understanding of distributions of orbital properties in tidal debris (Sect. 3.2)
can be combined with the behavior of orbits (i.e. the azimuthal time periods, TΨ ,
for increasing the azimuthal angle by 2pi and precession angles between turning
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points, Ψ , see Fig. 3 and Sect. 3.1) to make simple predictions for the physical
scales and time-evolution of the debris. Exploiting the fact that orbital time periods
in spherical potentials are largely independent of angular momenta (as illustrated in
Figure 3) the azimuthal time period for any orbit can be approximated by that of a
circular orbit of the same energy T circΨ . Then, the angular extent of the debris at time
t after disruption due to the characteristic energy scale over which it spreads (∼ 4es
— see equation [8] and Fig. 6) is of order:
Ψe = 4es
(
1
T circΨ
∂T circΨ
∂E
)
2pit
T circΨ
(9)
Similarly, given the angle Ψ between subsequent apocenters along the orbit of the
parent satellite, the angular extent due to the spread in apocentric precession rates
over the characteristic angular momentum scale (∼ 4ls) can be estimated as:
Ψl = 4ls
∂Ψ
∂L
t
T circΨ
. (10)
Lastly, for a purely spherical potential, where the orbits are planar, the height h of
debris perpendicular to the orbital plane is set by the range of orbital inclinations
available to debris escaping at the Lagrange (i.e. saddle) points in the effective po-
tential with the characteristic ranges in energies and angular momenta. It has been
shown to be of the same order as the tidal radius,
h∼ sR∼ rtide. (11)
These simple formulae can be used to characterize the lengthΨe and widthΨl in and
height h above the orbital plane for debris from a satellite of any mass disrupting
along any orbit in any spherical potential (e.g. as confirmed with N-body simulations
in Johnston et al., 2001). Note that, since bothΨe andΨl are proportional to time, the
ratioΨe/Ψl is constant in time, and typically much greater than 1. This explains the
tendency for debris to form streams (as also suggested by the unequal eigenvalues of
the Hessian in the action-angle description). This ratio decreases for more eccentric
orbits, which contributes towards the more shell-like appearance of debris in these
cases (see section 4.1 for a more complete description).
3.3.2 Generating predictions for density distributions along streams
The understanding of orbits and orbital distributions in debris can also be combined
to build more detailed predictions for the full phase-space distribution along tidal
streams. One approach is to first integrate only the orbit of the satellite and subse-
quently calculate at each phase along the orbit the centroid, width and density of
debris that material tidally stripped over time must have under some assumptions
for the mass-loss history of the disrupting object. This was first done using approxi-
mate, analytic expressions for debris morphology, derived from energy and angular
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momenta considerations alone (as outlined above and in more detail in Johnston,
1998; Johnston et al., 2001). Helmi & White (1999) instead followed how the den-
sity of a single packet of debris (i.e. unbound at the same point in time and at the
same orbital phase) evolved using an action-angle formalism. More recently, Bovy
(2014) and Sanders & Binney (2014) have built models in action-angle space, where
the full phase-space distribution of a stream can be predicted by calculating the ex-
pected offset in angles at a given orbital phase from a single orbit integration. These
latter models have the advantage over models built around energy and angular mo-
menta in that they are also applicable to non spherical potentials and rely on a precise
mapping rather than approximate scalings to calculate widths and offsets. However,
they do rely on having methods to calculate actions and angles in arbitrary poten-
tials, which introduce an additional layer of both complications and approximations
(see Bovy, 2014; Sanders & Binney, 2014).
A second approach, slightly more computationally expensive but applicable to
arbitrary potentials, is to integrate the satellite orbit and, at each time-step, release
a set of particles to represent the stars lost at that time. At the point of release, the
positions and velocites of the debris particles relative to the satellite are chosen to
collectively reproduce the orbital distributions seen in full N-body simulations (e.g.
as illustrated in Fig. 6). The particles’ subsequent orbital paths in the combined field
of the host and satellite can then be simply calculated using test-particle integration.
At any point in time the integration can be stopped and the phase-space distribu-
tion of the particles be used to trace the resultant shells and streams. This simple
approach has been used both for debris modeling (Yoon et al., 2011; Ku¨pper et al.,
2012) and potential recovery (Varghese et al., 2011; Gibbons et al., 2014).
4 Morphologies of individual debris structures in observable
co-ordinates
A broad summary of the dependencies of debris structures can be drawn from the
physical models outlined in the previous section (and by inspection of Figure 2):
• The orbit of the progenitor satellite sets the large-scale morphology of the debris
structure.
• The mass of the satellite sets the scales over which debris is distributed.
• The time since the satellite starts losing stars determines the degree to which the
debris is phase-mixed.
Armed with these descriptions we can now go on to interpret observations of debris
structures in terms of the history of the progenitor satellite. There is a rich literature
with exact models (typically based on N-body simulations) of individual structures
(Johnston et al., 1995; Velazquez & White, 1995; Helmi & White, 2001; Pen˜arrubia
et al., 2005). Here we instead discuss in principle how and why these models are
uniquely sensitive to progenitor properties.
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Note that the potential of the parent galaxy also affects debris properties, so de-
bris can also be used to constrain the mass distribution in the Milky Way. This will
be discussed in Chapter 7.
4.1 Young debris
As debris ages, it spreads further and further apart in orbital phase away from the
progenitor along its orbit, overall decreasing in density over many orbits. The debris
is considered fully phase-mixed once it fills the configuration-space volume defined
by the progenitor’s orbit. For example, for an eccentric orbit in a spherical potential,
fully phase-mixed debris would be a spread over a (near-planar) annulus with inner
and outer radii corresponding to the pericenter and apocenter of the parent satellite’s
orbit. For a loop orbit in a potential where the orbital plane precesses, the debris
would fill a three-dimensional donut shape. For a given orbit, debris becomes fully
phase-mixed much more rapidly for more massive progenitor objects.
The term “young debris” is used to refer to structures that have not had time to
fully phase-mix and are apparent as distinct spatial overdensities in star-count maps,
such as the Sagittarius and Orphan streams, and the GD-1 and Pal 5 globular cluster
streams. These have been found at distances of 10 kpc to 100 kpc from the Sun
where the background stellar density is low enough for such low surface brightness
features to be apparent and orbital timescales sufficiently long for mixing not to
have proceeded far during the lifetime of the Galaxy.
As illustrated in Figure 1, streams result from satellite destruction along mildly
eccentric orbits. In these cases, the spreading due to differences in turning point
precession (Ψl , see equation [10]) is much smaller than the initial angular width of
the stream (of order sR ∼ rtide) for many orbits and always less than the spreading
along the orbit due to differences in orbital time (Ψe, see equation [9]). Hence the
width of a stream is an indication of the progenitor mass. Once the mass is known,
the age of the debris (or time since the satellite first started losing stars) can be
estimated from the length of the streams.
Shells result from destruction along more eccentric orbits. There have been ex-
tensive studies of the properties and interpretation of shell systems seen around ex-
ternal galaxies (Quinn, 1984; Sanderson & Helmi, 2013), though these have largely
concentrated on structures formed along almost radial orbits. The transition between
conditions that produce stream-like or shell-like morphologies primarily depends on
orbital eccentricity (e.g. Johnston et al., 2008, found this to occur on orbits where
L/Lcirc ∼ 0.3− 0.5), but also depends on satellite mass and time since disruption.
Both stream-like and shell-like morphologies can occur in the same structure in this
transition region. For a given mass and orbit, streams are most apparent in the early
stages of evolution as the spreading along the orbit that produces them (i.e. as es-
timated by Ψe in equation [9]) typically occurs more rapidly than the differential
precession of the apocenters that gives rise to shells (i.e. as estimated byΨl in equa-
tion [10]). However, along the more eccentric orbits, the rapid passage of debris
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through pericenter significantly reduces the density at these orbital phases and the
apparent angular extent of contiguous streams can be effectively limited by the an-
gular size subtended by the region around the apocenter of the orbit where debris
spends most of its time (estimated in Hendel & Johnston, 2015, as the angle cen-
tered on apocenter where the satellite orbit spends half of its time, α in Figure 3).
Under these circumstances, a single disruption event can produce what appear to be
distinct structures, centered at two or more orbital apocenters with orbital preces-
sion becoming the dominant effect that dictates the apparent angular spread around
each one. The time at which these structures start taking on shell-like characteristics
can be estimated by finding when Ψl is greater than α . (See also Amorisco, 2014,
for an independent discussion of these effects).
4.2 Fully phase-mixed debris
Despite the low density and lack of spatial coherence of fully phase-mixed debris, its
presence can often still be detected. For example, Liouville’s theorem states that the
flow of points through phase-space is incompressible: that the phase-space density
of debris remains constant in time even as it evolves to form streams and shells.
An inevitable consquence is that debris must become locally more concentrated in
velocity space even as it becomes more diffuse in configuration space (Helmi &
White, 1999). Hence, signatures of the disruption of satellites can remain apparent
in catalogues of stellar velocities even if no spatial structures remain detectable.
This idea was first conjectured by Olin Eggen (for a summary see Eggen, 1987),
who proposed that nearby moving groups of stars could be the remnant of long-
dead star clusters. In Chapter 5 the more recent work on velocity substructure in
the stellar halo (e.g. Xue et al., 2011; Schlaufman et al., 2009) is discussed in more
detail.
Surveys with full phase-space information can exploit the fact that the orbital
properties of the debris (e.g. their actions or frequencies) remain constant in a static
potential. Helmi et al. (1999) were the first to apply this idea to data using the Hip-
parcos catalogue of proper motions and parallaxes to derive angular momenta and
estimate energies for giant stars within 1kpc of the Sun. They found ∼10% of the
stars in their sample to be clumped in orbital-property space and concluded that
10% of the local halo must be formed from an object similar to the dwarf galaxy
Sagittarius being disrupted in the distant past.
Once larger samples with more accurate orbital properties are found in near-
future surveys, Go´mez & Helmi (2010) have shown how the ages of these structures
might also be determined by looking for substructure in orbital properties within a
group (see also McMillan & Binney, 2008). To develop some intuition for this idea,
consider the (incorrect) model of debris spreading exactly along a single orbit. In
the early stages of mixing the local volume will contain just one wrap of the debris
stream at one orbital phase. As the debris spreads, the local volume will gradually
fill with more and more wraps. The spreading itself is caused by the debris having a
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range of orbital properties. Hence, each wrap of the debris within the local volume
will have different orbital properties and the degree and spacing of substructure
within the orbital properties of the group gives an estimate of the age.
The beauty of using orbital properties to identify debris members is that stars
can be connected even if they have no clear association in velocity or configuration
space alone. For example, looking to the future, combining a distance indicator with
Gaia’s assessment of proper motions and radial velocities suggests that satellite
remnants throughout the inner 100 kpc of the Milky Way might be identified using
this method even if their members are spread on disparate planes and a wide range
of radii.
5 Debris in a cosmological context: modeling and interpreting
properties of stellar halos
Within the current cosmological paradigm for structure formation, galaxies are
thought to form, at least in part, hierarchically, with small galaxies forming first
within small dark matter halos and gradually agglomerating to form larger galaxies
within larger dark matter halos. Gas from this agglomeration process can dissipate
and fall towards the center of the main halo to form a new generation of stars in the
combined object. Unlike the gas, stellar orbits are dissipationless, so, once stripped,
the stellar populations of infalling galaxies can be left behind orbiting in the halo
of the galaxy. Of course, the orbits of infalling galaxies are affected by dynamical
friction. For those that are more massive than a few percent of the parent this can
lead to significant evolution within a few orbital periods so stars from these objects
can potentially make a minor addition to the central stellar galactic components that
are forming from the in situ gas (i.e. spheroid or disk, as seen in the hydrodynamic
simulations of Abadi et al. (2006)). In contrast to the spheroid and disk, stellar halos
are a great place to look for stars that have been accreted from other objects. Current
models and data favor a picture where a significant fraction — and possibly all —
of the stars in the halo originally formed in other objects.
The accreted nature of at least a significant fraction of stars in galactic halos
suggests their observed properties can be used to address a number of questions.
Cosmological parameters dictate the nature of hierarchical clustering: the frequency
and epoch of infall of dark matter halos of different mass-scales and their orbital
properties. In other words, the cosmology sets the parameters discussed in Sect 4
that fully specify the type and number of tidal disruption events that have occurred.
Hence, adopting a given cosmology (with the addition of some assumptions for how
stars occupy different dark matter halos) leads to specific expectations for the level
of substructure due to accretion within stellar halos (Sect. 5.1) as well as chemical
trends between substructure and field stars (Sect. 5.2.2). These understandings can
be exploited now and in the future to understand to what extent the distribution on
the Milky Way’s stellar halo matches our expectations (Sect. 5.3.1), and what we
can learn about our accretion history from the extent and properties of substructure
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(Sect. 5.3.2). In turn — identifying stars that were originally formed in other objects
at much higher redshift offers a unique perspective on the stellar populations in these
galactic progenitors (Sect. 5.3.3).
5.1 Cosmological simulations of stellar halo formation
Stellar halos are hard to observe because they contain a tiny fraction of stars (and
an even tinier fraction of the total mass) in a galaxy, spread out over a large volume.
Moreover, surveys need to be sensitive to even smaller fractions of stars to learn
about substructure within these halos, and the presence of this substructure makes
it challenging to characterize the global characteristics of the halo itself. Early dis-
cussions were largely restricted to global properties and formations scenarios (e.g.
see classic works by Eggen et al. 1962 and Searle & Zinn 1978) extrapolated from
either local studies of high-velocity stars, larger volume surveys with tracer popu-
lations where distances could be estimated, or pencil beam surveys. The field has
been revolutionized in the last two decades with the emergence of large-scale stel-
lar surveys covering a significant fraction of the sky, such as the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (Abazajian et al., 2003) and the Two Micron All Sky Survey (e.g. Majewski
et al., 2003).
Models of stellar halos face the same challenges as the observations in resolving
such a tiny component of the galaxy, as well as substructure within it. One approach
is to restrict attention to only stars that have been accreted from other systems and
hence avoid the need to follow gas physics and ongoing star formation explicitly.
Bullock et al. (2001) presented a first attempt by combining a semi-analytic, gener-
ative model of tidal disruption events (developed in Johnston, 1998, and outlined in
Section 3.3.2 above) with merger histories for Milky-Way like galaxies predicted in
a cosmological context using the Press-Schechter formalism (Lacey & Cole, 1993).
These models showed abundant substructure in the model halos, which was coinci-
dently being mapped by SDSS in the real stellar halo. Bullock & Johnston (2005)
made the next step to a more sophisticated approach by replacing the simple gen-
erative model of each disruption event with an N-body simulation to represent the
dark matter evolution of the infalling object. Stars were “painted” onto the purely
dark matter satellites by assigning a variable weight or mass-to-light ratio to each
N-body particle. The weights were chosen in such a way that the properties of the
latest infalling objects matched the internal spatial and velocity distributions ob-
served for stars in nearby dwarf galaxies. The Bullock & Johnston (2005) models
were limited in that the parent galaxy was represented by (slowly evolving) analytic
functions and the results of the separate simulations were superposed only at the
present time to make a stellar halo model. Hence they did not include either the
influence of the accreting objects on the parent or on each other. Nor did they repre-
sent the cosmological context (such as preferential infall along filaments or global
tidal influences due to nearby neighboring structures). Computational power is now
such that full self-consistent N-body simulations of the formation of a Milky Way
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sized dark-matter halo are sufficiently resolved to address this limitation and there
are now several example of stellar halo models made by painting stars onto these
more realistic backdrops (De Lucia & Helmi, 2008; Cooper et al., 2010; Lowing et
al., 2015).
Of course, the ultimate goal is to simultaneously build a model of all components
of a galaxy (dark matter along with stellar and gaseous components) using cosmo-
logical hydrodynamical simulations of structure formation capable of following the
baryonic as well as dark matter physics. There are several examples already in the
literature where the stellar halo components have been resolved in these models and
their characteristics and history discussed (Abadi et al., 2006; Zolotov et al., 2009;
Font et al., 2011; Tissera et al., 2013). In particular, these models drop the assump-
tion that all stars in the halo come from accretion events and allow an exploration
of how much of the stellar halo might have instead formed in situ. However, the
properties of the stellar halos vary systematically between the simulations, as pre-
scriptions for star formation and feedback also vary, so the results at this point seem
indicative rather than conclusive.
For the remainder of this section we concentrate solely on the accreted compo-
nent of the stellar halo and illustrate some general results common to all the models
using the Bullock & Johnston (2005) simulations.
5.2 General results of cosmological accretion models
5.2.1 Accreted phase-space structure in halos
Figure 7 shows one of the Bullock & Johnston (2005) purely-accreted stellar halo
models from external viewpoints, in space and velocity. The simplicity of the model
permits sensitivity to both small as well as low surface brightness substructures
within the halo. Generic features of this (and other) models are: a smooth, fully
phase-mixed inner region; abundant substructure in the outer parts, detectable both
in space and velocity; and an increasing prevalence of the substructure with Galac-
tocentric radius. Beyond the phase-mixed inner regions, such model halos typically
appear dominated by a handful of striking shells and streams, with shells tending
to be more prevalent at the largest distances and streams in the intermediate parts
(Johnston et al., 2008).
These generic features can broadly be explained in the context of the current
cosmological expectations which suggest a history for the Milky Way where: (i) the
majority of accretion events occurred more than 7-8 Gyrs ago; (ii) the events had
a range of luminosities associated with them; and (iii) the accretions occurred on a
mixture of orbits. Figure 8 illustrate this with external views of model halos, con-
structed by Johnston et al. (2008), that are instead built entirely from: (i) ancient or
recent accretion events (left panels); (ii) high or low luminosity events (middle pan-
els); and (iii) events evolving on high or low eccentricity orbits (right panels). The
consequences of these differences are obvious with a simple visual comparison of
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Fig. 7 Surface brightness (left), line-of-sight velocity (middle) and velocity dispersion (right) from
external views of two stellar halo models built entirely from accretion events drawn from a merger
history consistent with our current expectations (from Bullock & Johnston, 2005; Johnston et al.,
2008). Each box is 300 kpc on a side. Only the stellar halo component is shown. Image credit:
Sanjib Sharma.
the panels and can be easily explained with the physical intuition developed in Sect.
3 and Sect. 4: younger/older halos are more/less substructured because of the time
available for phase-mixing; larger/smaller substructures correspond to higher/lower
luminosity events because the total mass sets the tidal scales at distruption; and the
orbit distribution dictates the debris morphology because more/less eccentric orbits
tend to produce shells/streams.
5.2.2 Accreted stellar populations in halos
Figure 9 shows an alternative visualization of the model stellar halos shown in Fig-
ure 7, but with the grid points color coded by the average metallicity and [α/Fe]
abundance ratio along the line-of-sight. These were derived by assigning a simple
star formation history to each infalling dwarf and running a leaky-accreting box
model to estimate the associated chemical evolution (Robertson et al., 2005; Font et
al., 2006). The parameters of the chemical evolution models were tuned to reproduce
known properties of dwarf galaxies in the Local Group today — the observations
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Fig. 8 Surface brightness projections for stellar halos with the same total luminosity, but merger
histories that were artificially constrained to be dominated by different types of accretion events
(following Johnston et al., 2008). In the left panels, the events had the same luminosity and orbit
distributions, but were either all accreted a long time ago (upper panel) or recently (lower panel).
In the middle panels, the events had the same accretion time and orbit distributions, but were either
all of high (upper panel) or low (lower panel) luminosity. In the right panels, the events had the
same accretion time and luminosity distributions, but were either all on near-radial (upper panel)
or near-circular (lower panel) orbits. Image credit: Sanjib Sharma.
that more luminous dwarfs tend to be more metal rich (e.g. Grebel et al., 2003), and
that all nearby objects contain α-poor populations (e.g. Venn et al., 2004). Star for-
mation was truncated in each dwarf at the time when it was accreted onto the Milky
Way, as might be expected given that dwarfs near larger galaxies are observed to be
quenched relative to their field counterparts (Grebel et al., 2003; Geha et al., 2012).
The last attribute of the model effectively means that the cosmological framework
also influences the nature of the stellar populations in accreted components of galac-
tic stellar halos, setting the characteristic time over which star formation can occur.
In the left-hand panels of Figure 9 the mass-metallicity relation is apparent, as
the largest and most dominant debris structures tend to be the most metal rich. The
influence of the cosmological background is apparent in the right-hand panels; the
smooth stellar halo component is α-enhanced relative to both surviving satellites
and the brighter debris features. Physically this trend can be attributed to the relative
delay expected following star formation of Type Ia Supernovae (SNe) compared
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Fig. 9 Average [Fe/H] and [α/Fe] projected along the line-of-sight for the two stellar halo models
shown in Figure 7 (using chemical model developed in Robertson et al., 2005; Font et al., 2006).
Image credit: Sanjib Sharma.
to Type II SNe. The progenitors of Type II SNe are massive stars, whose deaths
produce both iron and α-elements, within a few million years of a star formation
event. In contrast, Type Ia SNe, producing mainly iron, arise from the explosion
of an accreting white dwarf star — objects which will not form for hundreds of
millions of years after a star formation event. Hence, the oldest stellar populations
in infalling dwarf galaxies are not expected to have been polluted by SNe Type
Ia and should be rich in α elements, while younger populations will be relatively
α-poor. In our accreted halo model, the smooth, fully phase-mixed portion of the
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halo comes from early infalling objects that do not have a chance to ever make the
younger populations. In contrast, these younger populations are apparent in more
recently destroyed objects or surviving satellites that generally fell in even more
recently. Zolotov et al. (2010) points to analogous trends in α element patterns when
contrasting hydrodynamic simulations of the formation of galaxies with differing
merger histories.
Distinctions between the chemical properties of field stars in the halo and satellite
galaxies that have been known about for some time (Unavane et al., 1996; Venn et
al., 2004) can naturally be explained within this cosmological context (Robertson et
al., 2005; Font et al., 2006). Moreover, studies of stellar populations in the satellites,
stellar halo and debris around M31 suggest this scenario can also be applied to
understand variations there (see, e.g., Font et al., 2008; Gilbert et al., 2009, and
Chapter 8).
5.3 Implications and applications
5.3.1 Statistical comparisons with observations
As discussed in the previous section, combining our cosmological picture of how
structures form in the Universe with tidal disruption and chemical evolution models
leads to some specific expectations for phase-space and stellar population charac-
teristics of debris structures as well as some general trends. Both the characteristics
and trends are broadly consistent with current observational surveys. However, the
stochastic nature of hierarchical structure formation means that there is large varia-
tion about the average properties among the stellar halo models produced and more
quantitative comparisons employing a statistical approach are just starting.
The average spatial structure of the stellar halo, as well as the level of substruc-
ture within it, can be assessed using large scale photometric catalogues of stars. For
example: Bell et al. (2008) fitted triaxial, power-law models to star counts of main-
sequence turnoff stars selected from SDSS and also quantified the level of deviations
around these smooth models; and Sharma et al. (2010) exploited the distinct colors
of metal-rich, evolved stars in the 2MASS filters (following Majewski et al., 2003)
to select distant M-giant stars and ran a group-finding algorithm on the selection in
the space defined by their angular position and apparent magnitude (from Sharma &
Johnston, 2009). In both studies, the analyses were repeated on equivalent synthetic
stellar samples generated from the simulated stellar halos of Bullock & Johnston
(2005). The results (both numbers and scales of groups and level of deviations from
a smooth model) varied significantly between the eleven different simulated stel-
lar halos, with the results from the analysis of real data sitting within this spread.
While this agreement is encouraging, when Helmi et al. (2011) repeated the Bell
et al. (2008) analysis on the Cooper et al. (2010) model stellar halos (which were
derived by “painting” stars in the “Aquarius” self-consistent dark matter simula-
tions), they found systematically larger deviations from a smooth background than
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the prior work at a level that was inconsistent with the observations. Recent work
by Bailin et al. (2014) contrasting simulations with and without Galactic disk com-
ponents suggest that this inconsistency with both observations and the Bullock &
Johnston (2005) work might be attributed to the Aquarius simulations lacking the
extra potential structure due to the disk.
Following photometric surveys with spectroscopic surveys allows assessments
of the level of spatially correlated velocity substructure (e.g., using K-giants in the
Spaghetti Survey, metal-poor MSTO stars from SEGUE, or BHBs from SDSS, see
Starkenburg et al., 2009; Schlaufman et al., 2009; Xue et al., 2011). Currently, com-
parisons to models seem consistent, but again not conclusive (Xue et al., 2011).
Stellar populations in accreted halos are expected to exhibit spatial variation.
These spatial variations have been found photometrically (by looking at the ratio of
MSTO to BHB stars across the sky in the SDSS catalogue, see Bell et al., 2010) and
spectroscopically (Schlaufman et al., 2012). In particular, Schlaufman et al. (2011,
2012) looked at the Fe- and α− element abundances of the velocity substructures
they had found, and concluded that they tended to be chemically distinct from the
smooth stellar halo, having systematically higher metallicity and lower [α/Fe], as
might be expected for more recently accreted objects (Font et al., 2008). Analogous
studies have also found these variations in M31 (Richardson et al., 2008; Gilbert et
al., 2009; Bernard et al., 2015).
5.3.2 Recovering accretion histories
If stars, which may now spread throughout our dark matter halo, can be connected in
such a way as to reassemble their original associations with infalling satellites, then
the understanding of debris evolution outlined in Sect. 3 might be applied to learn
about the original masses, orbits and infall times of those satellites. Collectively,
these reconstructed groups might tell us the accretion history of our Galaxy from
the stellar halo.
Several approaches have been proposed to attempt this reconstruction. Concep-
tually, the simplest is to take a sample of a single type of star (i.e. with restricted
absolute magnitude range) from a large-scale photometric catalogue (e.g. M-giant
stars from 2MASS or MSTO and BHB stars from SDSS) and search for groups in
the 3-D space of angular position and apparent magnitude (e.g. Sharma et al., 2010).
This approach is only effective for more recent accretion events (last several billion
years) since earlier events have time to phase-mix and are not apparent as separate
spatial groups. Exactly how far back in time, and the lowest luminosity of objects
that might be recovered depends on the scale and depth of the survey as well as the
stellar population that it is sensitive to (Sharma et al., 2011a).
Helmi & White (2001) proposed a much more powerful approach to recovering
stars from early events, but also one that requires rather more data dimensions. If
the full six dimensions of phase-space can be measured for stars, then (within a
given potential) their orbital properties can be calculated. In a static potential, while
they spread out over time in phase-space, they will conserve their orbits and hence
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remain as a group in the space of orbital characteristics (e.g. energy and actions) in-
definitely. Several studies have analyzed prospects for Gaia in this context (Go´mez
et al., 2010; Sharma et al., 2011b; Go´mez et al., 2013).
One limitation to identifying satellite members by using observed orbital prop-
erties is defining what those properties are: it is as yet unclear whether the Milky
Way can be represented by an integrable mass distribution in which actions can be
derived. Moreover, the potential of the Milky Way is time-evolving and this can
scatter debris stars away from their original orbits. However, stars can also “remem-
ber where they came from” in other ways: their chemical abundances reflect the gas
cloud in which they are born. Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn (2002) proposed that,
given a large enough sample of high-resolution spectra of disk stars, this chemical
memory could be exploited to measure the history of star formation in the disk:
while stars might be spread throughout the 6-dimensional phase-space volume oc-
cupied by the disk, those born in the same cluster would all lie at a single location
in the N-dimensional space of chemical abundances. These distinct chemical abun-
dance patterns could be used to regroup them in their original birth clusters — an
approach that Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn (2002) dubbed chemical tagging.
While stellar populations in satellite galaxies are spread out over a range of abun-
dances (i.e. a small volume in N-dimensional chemical abundance space), the trends
with satellite mass and assumed accretion time already seen in observations and
simulations suggest that an analogous chemical tagging might work in the halo —
perhaps not to reconstruct the exact objects from which stars came, but at least to
look at the numbers of satellites of a given luminosity that might have accreted onto
the Milky Way at different times. And, since the composition of a star cannot be
erased by any dynamical evolution, this approach might work to recover the lu-
minosity function of the very earliest infalling objects. Preliminary studies of how
feasible this idea is to implement in practice are only just coming to fruition (Lee et
al., 2015).
5.3.3 Accreted populations as a window on galaxy formation over cosmic time
Reconstructing the accretion history of our Galaxy is an exciting goal in itself, but
it also opens up other possibilities. If we can find the stars — or at least identify the
stellar populations — from similar-mass, long-dead objects infalling into the Milky
Way at earlier epochs, this can give us a unique window on what baryons were doing
in galaxies over cosmic time. In particular we can study baryons in the high-redshift
progenitors of Milky-Way-type galaxies that may be impossible to see in situ even
with the next generation of space telescopes (Okrochkov & Tumlinson, 2010). In
fact, the stellar populations in the Milky Way’s halo today were originally formed
in potential wells of many different depths (from the expected mass-spectrum of
infalling dark matter halos) and that formed stars for different lengths of times (dic-
tated by the spread in accretion times for those smaller halos onto the main Milky
Way halo). Moreover, these infalling halos may have formed in a variety of environ-
ments as later infalling objects are expected to be spread out over a larger volume at
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early times compared to earlier infalling objects (see Corlies et al., 2013). Indeed,
the difference between the abundance patterns in low-metallicity stars in the halo
and those observed in several ultra-faint dwarf satellites of the Milky Way can be
attributed to differences in the degree to which they evolved in chemical isolation
in the early Universe (see Lee et al., 2013, for a discussion). Hence, the study of
detailed chemical abundances of stars in the halo can tell us not just about our own
Galaxy, but about the properties of stellar populations in many smaller galaxies over
cosmic time.
6 Summary of status and prospects
Overall, the discovery (over the last two decades) of debris structures encircling our
Galaxy has motivated the development of a fairly sophisticated understanding of
and tools for modeling debris structures. Putting these models and observations in
a cosmological context has led to a dramatic, local confirmation of the hierarchical
contribution to structure formation on small-scales: there is broad agreement be-
tween the models and data with the picture that a large fraction of our stellar halo
results from the accretion of smaller systems. However, the wide variety of possible
accretion histories means that this demonstration itself, while interesting, does not
place strong constraints on cosmological models.
Two aspects of studies of debris around the Milky Way remain ripe for further
exploration with near-future data. First, we can use stars from disrupted satellites to
recover the accretion history of our Galaxy. The unbound structures apparent in cur-
rent data sets represent the most dominant events accreted in the last several billion
years. Data sets that will be available in the near future will enable the identification
of debris that is either older (i.e. more fully phase-mixed) and from lower lumi-
nosity objects, both because of the large numbers of stars that will be catalogued
(e.g. by Gaia) and because of the additional data dimensions that will have accurate
measurements (e.g. proper motions from Gaia and detailed chemical abundances
from the GALAH survey). Most importantly, the additional data dimensions will al-
low the calculation of quantities that are likely to be conserved during the lifetime
of the stars (e.g. orbital properties such as energy and actions as well as chemical
composition), which will further enable the “tagging” of these stars into the groups
in which they originally formed. We can look forward to using these approaches to
look much further back to the very earliest epochs of galaxy formation using stellar
surveys.
While the accretion history of our Galaxy will play a key part in understanding
the specific story of its formation and evolution, it is unlikely to have broader im-
plications for the histories of other Milky-Way-sized galaxies, which are expected
to have accretion histories that vary widely. However, a by-product of the accre-
tion history will be the luminosity function of smaller infalling galaxies, along with
the identification of stellar populations associated with these different mass objects
looking back to the higher redshifts at which they were accreted. Such small galax-
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ies will be very hard (if not impossible) to observe at higher redshift even with the
next generation of telescopes. Hence the second aspect of debris studies that should
be further explored is what we can learn about the evolution of dwarf galaxies over
cosmic time from our stellar halo. In particular, what can the stellar populations tell
us about the baryonic physics of galaxy formation within small dark matter halos —
the processes of gas inflow, star formation, and feedback that remain key challenges
in understanding galaxies in the Universe today?
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